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KUWAIT: Under the patronage and the pres-
ence of Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Hmoud Al-Sabah, Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs, the closing
ceremony of Kuwait Times’ Students Art
Competition will be held on May 15, 2016.
The environmental art competition is held
under the sponsorship of Zain, J W Marriott
Hotel, Al-Batel “Casio” watches and Arabian
Business Machines. “Kuwait Beautiful and
Green” is the largest art competition for stu-
dents in the Middle East for 11 years.  I t
attracted more than 13,850 entries from 135
schools. 

This competition is evidence of environ-
mental awareness as the environment is the
basis of development of any community.
Also, it encourages the creativity of children
and teaches them to preserve the wealth of
future generations. Besides promoting envi-
ronmental awareness, the competition seeks
to encourage students to effectively take part
in various environment-oriented activities
with an ultimate goal of acquiring more
knowledge and skills, a sense of responsibili-
ty as well as positive attitudes. 

Great example
“Kuwait Times’ students’ art competition is

a great example of what individuals and the
private sector can do to spread environmen-
tal awareness,” Khaled Al-Batel, CEO of Al-
Batel  Watches,  told Kuwait Times.  Batel
expressed his happiness to be one of the
main sponsors to help the new generation be
more talented and aware of the importance
of the preservation of the environment. “The
competition aims at encouraging students to
take sustainability-related initiatives that help
protect the environment. But this awareness
will not be effective unless the government
does something about it,” he said.

“Government institutions must participate
to put in place strict environmental laws that
control bad behaviors, especially when you
see cars parked on the grass during Friday
prayers, people walking on lawns instead of
the streets and barbequing in parks. They
must activate the role of environmental
awareness in several media to increase the

level of environmental awareness in order to
protect the environment and human beings
from negative effects,” Batel said.

Batel noted that Kuwait Times has been
helping talented children draw Kuwait as
green and beautiful, but wished that the min-
istry of education participates and promotes
this competition in all schools to spread
awareness. He added that Al-Batel Watches is
keeping up with the times by providing the
youth and the young generation with their
needs.

Young generation
Al-Batel Group was founded in mid-1959.

“Our target now is to focus on the young
generation, and that is why we considered to
sponsor Kuwait Times’ art competition to
showcase young students’ talent,” he added.

Al-Batel  Group was established on
Abdullah Al-Salem Street in Kuwait City by its
founder Mohammed Abdullah Al-Batel, at a
time when Kuwait was progressing towards
advancement. This street was the main nerve
for Kuwaiti businesses. The company started
its history as a small shop selling wristwatch-
es, wall clocks and alarm clocks. Watches at
that time were imported in small quantities
and Swiss watches were dominant due its

renowned history in manufacturing fine,
quality watches. Under these circumstances,
Batel decided to go on to achieve his big
ambitions, which he succeeded in, by ranking
the first among his competitors in this busi-
ness, which made Al-Batel Group represent
the most superior brands of Swiss watches,
which progressed with time and gained class
in the international market. 

The 1960s saw the rise of Al-Batel Group,
which grew rapidly with the opening of its
new stores in the heart of Kuwait City, gain-
ing a significant position in the watch busi-
ness. Batel left no stone unturned to raise Al-
Batel Group to new heights, and in the 1970s,
he decided to expand his activities outside
the city by opening new stores in Salmiya on
a prime location on Salem Al-Mubarak Street
and in Fahaheel.

Tremendous growth
By the late 1980s Al-Batel Group had wit-

nessed tremendous growth and owned 19

stores all over Kuwait, representing major
international brands of watches, until the
unfortunate event of the invasion of Kuwait
by Iraq, which took place in 1990. However,
when Kuwait regained its composure, Al-
Batel Group survived the test of time, and
Batel managed to continue with steady
progress and a vision of the future.

Today, the group takes immense pride in
the efforts put in by the great leadership of
Mohammed Al-Batel in making Al-Batel
Group a prominent cornerstone in the Kuwait
market and representing the most renowned
international brands in the world of exquisite
watches, namely Raymond Weil, Louis Erard,
Deitrich, 88 Rue Du Rhone, Casio and Rotary.

Al-Batel Group has been representing
Raymond Weil watches for the past 30 years,
Louis Erard watches for five years, Deitrich
watches for five years and 88 RDR watches.
Today,  its  owns 10 showrooms all  over
Kuwait, and is currently in the process of
opening more showrooms shortly.

KUWAIT: Kuwait Petrochemical Industries Company
(PIC) was granted the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) gold certificate from
the US Green Building Council, PIC CEO Mohammad
Al-Farhoud announced yesterday. The certificate
was given to the company’s administration building;
becoming the first existing building to be awarded
this certificate in Kuwait, Farhoud said in statement.
Obtaining the certificate came from the company’s
application of an initiative to protect the environ-
ment and community care, for the benefit of work-
ers and environmental protection, he said.

The LEED is one of the most popular green
building certification programs, developed by the
non-profit US Green Building Council (USGBC). It
includes a set of rating systems for the design, con-
struction, operation and maintenance of green
buildings, homes and neighborhoods that aims to
help building owners and operators be environ-
mentally-responsible and use resources efficiently.

Founded in 1963, PIC is the first chemical fertiliz-
er complex of its kind in the region. Today, PIC is a
subsidiary of the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation
(KPC) and is a petrochemical industry leader in
Kuwait and throughout the Middle East; and a
growing leader worldwide. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwait state-owned oil companies’
operations are in line with international
Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) stan-
dards, board chairman of the American
Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE) Kuwait
Chapter (KC) said Monday. Fadhel Al-Ali said
government oil companies were forcing pri-
vate sector firms and contractors to abide by
environmental and health standards match-
ing international ones.

Speaking to reporters on sidelines of a
ceremony to honor HSE excellence awards’
winners on Monday, Ali said major oil proj-
ects like the environmental fuel and Al-Zour
station were environmental-friendly. He said
the awards were given to private companies
and contractors working in oil and gas fields,
and that ASSE was fully supporting these

annual award ceremonies through KC. The
awards, he said, were like an ISO certificate
because they were focusing on injuries,
burns and accidents. Ali said 46 companies,
which worked in Oman, the UAE and Kuwait,
won the awards. He said Kuwaiti oil compa-
nies have been implementing HSE stan-
dards for the past 10 years thus contributing
to less accidents and injuries.

Director of HSE Department at Kuwait
National Petroleum Company (KNPC) Ali
Khashawi said the HSE field was not affected
by the spending cuts implemented in the oil
sector. He said safety projects were related
to Kuwait Petroleum Corporation’s (KPC)
2030 strategy. Khashawi said KNPC was
working other oil firms to implement HSE
projects. —  KUNA

KUWAIT: The weakness of US
dollar was the main driver of the
rise in oil prices over the last
week, prompted by the produc-
tion being affected in a number
of areas, according to a Kuwaiti
oil analyst. Mohammad Al-Shatti
said yesterday that the market
will  be anticipating OPEC’s
announcement of production
estimates, which generally will
contribute to the price path, pointing to a
recovery in crude oil prices of Brent that
reached record levels and that they are
poised to rise according to technical factors.

Shatti added that market fundamentals are
relatively strong at the moment, “therefore, the
prices are strong and I think, as many
observers anticipate them falling and being
subjected to volatility when the main factors
that promote the rise are over, therefore, sus-
taining Brent crude oil prices around $40 pb
during the coming months, but maintain Brent
at the level of $50 would seem likely to occur
between next October till December 2016.”

He said that the fall in Brent crude oil prices

to low levels early in 2016 is the
real motive behind the producers’
move for consensus to reach an
agreement to stabilize produc-
tion. He added that almost 80
percent of oil production in Russia
can be commercially or economi-
cally when oil prices of crude are
at $20 a barrel. Shatti said that the
reluctance of Russia to abide by
an international agreement on

production control throughout 2014 and 2015
when OPEC required that is due to the high
price levels during that period, but the decline
in Russian oil prices to below $25 a barrel in
January 2016 encouraged Moscow to join
international efforts with Saudi Arabia,
Venezuela and Qatar to conclude an agree-
ment to adjust the supply.

He pointed out that according to credible
reports, Russia has lost as a result of falling
prices $26 billion in 2015 and began to actu-
ally look at the mechanisms to assist it stabi-
lize and support oil prices and alleviate the
suffering of the Russian oil and gas industry
by raising taxes.  — KUNA

PIC gets LEED gold certificate

KUWAIT: Kuwait Petrochemical Industries Company (PIC) officials receive the Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) gold certificate from the US Green Building
Council. — KUNA

‘Oil firms in line
with HSE standards’

Weak dollar behind oil 
price hike last week: Analyst

Mohammad Al-Shatti

BRUSSELS: Vice President of the Kuwait
Petroleum International (KPI), or Q8, Khaled Al-
Mushaileh, said that Q8 is expanding in Europe
by acquiring more assets and business. “In
Europe, we have acquired assets in Italy and
Luxembourg. In Belgium in the last quarter we
acquired retail and direct business. We are also
growing in Spain and the UK. This is our ambition
to grow business in Europe and to go for the
most profitable business,” he said.

On Monday, Mushaileh attended the inaugu-
ration of a new blending plant in the Belgian
port city of Antwerp. “This new Q8 blending
plant is one of the biggest in Europe. This event
is a sign of our growing business in Belgium,” he
said. “This is a plant for which everybody is very
proud. We demolished the old plant and built
the new one with a capacity for 125 million liters
per year that can be expanded to 250 million
liters,” said the KPI’s top official in Europe. “We are
supplying to our different customers in Europe
and outside Europe,” he noted. — KUNA

Q8 expanding in Europe: KPI VP

Khaled Al-Mushaileh

Art competition great example for
spreading environmental awareness


